
 

Instrument Step-Up Night 

Dear Jenison High School and Junior High Band Parents: 

We are excited to inform you of a great opportunity we have available for your student! Our 
program has a long standing tradition of performing at the highest level, and part of that success 
comes from our musicians playing on instruments of the highest caliber. Student line instruments 
are great options for many players and work well throughout a student’s playing career, but an 
intermediate or professional-grade instrument will allow students to maximize their ability. These 
step-up instruments often utilize higher end materials, have additional keys or playing options, and 
create a better playing experience for developing musicians. We know that stepping up will make 
a huge difference for your player, so we strongly encourage you to consider this option. A new 
instrument would also make an excellent gift for your student in this holiday season! 

To help make this process more convenient, Meyer Music has graciously provided intermediate 
and pro-line instruments to our classrooms for about two weeks. We have hand selected which 
instruments will be available, and will be working with the students to ensure they have the 
opportunity to try these great options. If your player’s current instrument is from Meyer Music, 
trade-in options are available where credit can apply towards the purchase of your new 
instrument. (However, you may want to consider keeping your original student line instrument as a 
back-up option, or for outdoor play during the marching band season.) 

To encourage your player to try these instruments, there will be after school sessions available from 
November 29-December 8 in the high school band room. There will be an evening session on 
Thursday, December 8 from 6:00-8:00 pm in the high school band room with Meyer Music 
representatives present so you can conveniently purchase instruments or ask any questions you 
might have about your options for stepping up.  (You do not need to be present that whole time; 
you may stop in when it is convenient for you.)  

Intermediate and pro-line instruments have different prices and some are rentable options. 
Additionally, Meyer has coordinated with Yamaha so that any purchase of an intermediate or pro-
line instrument will receive a manufacturer’s rebate of either $50 or $100 depending on the level 
of instrument.  

The Meyer staff will be available and happy to answer any questions on the night of the meeting, 
so we strongly encourage you participate with this great opportunity. We look forward to seeing 
you on December 8! 

Dave Zamborsky, Trevor Kline, & Anne Gembis


